Public Policy Leadership

Overview
Academics & Admissions
Programs
Minors
Courses
Faculty

Courses
- PPL 100: Leadership Perspectives
- PPL 101: Foundations of Public Policy Leadership
- PPL 210: Public Policy & Quantitative Analysis
- PPL 211: Reading Seminar
- PPL 212: Critical Thinking, Comm & Public Policy
- PPL 298: Topics in Public Policy Leadership
- PPL 300: Public Policy and Ethics
- PPL 310: Public Policy Design and Analysis
- PPL 320: Issues in Global Economics
- PPL 328: The Corporation and Public Policy
- PPL 329: Economic Geographies of Globalization
- PPL 330: Global Border Policies
- PPL 331: Political Philosophy
- PPL 340: Philosophical Foundation of Human Rights
- PPL 342: Philosophy & Diversity in Public Policy
- PPL 345: Environmental Ethics
- PPL 360: Global Perspectives, Issues, & Policies
- PPL 361: Disaster Policy
- PPL 362: Homeland Security Policy
- PPL 363: Early Childhood Policy in the U.S.
- PPL 370: Philosophy of Leadership
- PPL 371: Nonprofit Organizations
- PPL 372: Introduction to Public Administration
- PPL 373: Leadership in Public Policy Setting
- PPL 374: Grant Writing for Nonprofits
- PPL 375: Regional Economic Development
- PPL 376: Policymaking and Governance in China
- PPL 377: Women and Public Policy in the U.S.
- PPL 378: Geographies of Conservatism
- PPL 380: World Regions: Geography and Policy
- PPL 381: Global Environmental Issues
- PPL 382: Geography of Religion and Belief Systems
- PPL 383: Social Policy
- PPL 384: Civic Engagement, Pub Policy & Dem in US
- PPL 385: Food Policy & Agriculture Systems
- PPL 386: Science, Technology, & Public Policy
- PPL 387: Education Policy
- PPL 388: Public Policies of European Union
- PPL 389: Policy Response to Poverty in the U.S.
- PPL 390: Health Policy
- PPL 398: Problems in Public Policy Leadership
- PPL 399: Advanced Quantitative Methods
- PPL 401: Directed Readings in PPL
- PPL 402: Thesis I
- PPL 403: Thesis II
- PPL 490: Individual Study
- PPL 491: Topics in Leadership/Organization
- PPL 492: Topics in Domestic Policies
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• PPL 493: Topics in International Policies
• PPL 495: State Government Policy Process
• PPL 496: Topics in Pub Policy Leadership Abroad
• PPL 497: Washington Policy Process
• PPL 498: Special Topics
• PPL 499: Internship